
S O L U T I O N  B R I E F P A G E R D U T Y  F O R  S P L U N K

PAGERDUTY + SPLUNK PROVEN CUSTOMER SUCCESSES

PagerDuty App for Splunk
Gain Actionable Visibility Into Your Machine Data

The PagerDuty App for Splunk turns operational intelligence and insights from Splunk 
into real-time, orchestrated action across the enterprise. PagerDuty applies routing logic, 
machine learning, and automation to Splunk alerts, aligning teams to mobilize people 
around issues that matter in real-time. By integrating Splunk with PagerDuty, teams can 
clearly align machine data with service impact, rapidly resolve and prevent incidents, 
and learn from past problems to measurably improve their digital operations.

Focus On 
What Matters

PagerDuty automatically groups 
related events from Splunk and 

other data sources into incidents, 
surfacing remediation details 
alongside machine context.

Understand 
Service Impact

Connect your Splunk instance to 
services defined in PagerDuty to 
understand business impact of 

critical incidents.

Engineering

Turn Data
Into Action

Best-in-class response 
orchestration ensures relevant Splunk 

data is always delivered to the right 
people, in the right way, in real-time.
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https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/3013/

S O L U T I O N  B R I E F P A G E R D U T Y  F O R  S P L U N K

PAGERDUTY DIGITAL OPERATIONS PLATFORM + SPLUNK:

New to PagerDuty? Start your free trial today

Event Intelligence 
& Automation

Solve the problems that matter 
with automated alert grouping 
powered by machine learning, 
suppression of non-actionable 

events, and much more.

Automated 
Precision Response

Design the perfect response for 
any impact level, then execute it 
automatically when needed. Go 
from signal to action in seconds 

and eliminate manual work when it 
matters most.

Engineering

Business-Wide 
Orchestration 

Engage the right staff across any 
department during critical issues. 
PagerDuty’s operational insights 

also empower managers to 
understand responder, team, and 

service health.

https://www.pagerduty.com/free-trial/?utm_source=pagerduty&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=brief_pd_splunk&utm_content=splunk-solutions-brief
https://www.pagerduty.com/free-trial/?utm_source=pagerduty&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=brief_pd_splunk&utm_content=splunk-solutions-brief

START YOUR FREE TRIAL

DevOps and ITOps teams need a solution that enables them to improve signal to noise and 
focus on the most critical infrastructure and application issues in order to deliver exceptional 
digital services. The certified PagerDuty App for Splunk makes it easy to turn machine data 
from Splunk and other solutions into action and resolution, with a focus on applied machine 
learning for intelligent decisions, advanced response automation, business-wide 
orchestration, analytics, and much more.

“Our shift to symptom-based alerting [using Splunk and 
PagerDuty] has paid dividends and has allowed us to detect issues 
and react faster, making our site more stable and providing a better 

experience for our fans. Doing this while ensuring that our 
developers don’t get woken up by noisy alerts also makes for 

happier developers.” 

https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/3013/
https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/3013/
https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/3013/

Already a PagerDuty customer? 
Find the PagerDuty App for Splunk on Splunkbase




